SOLUTION BRIEF
Enhancing BPC

Excel4apps – Enhancing BPC
With Wands for SAP.
Are You Using BPC for Planning and Consolidation?
BPC is powerful solution for heavy-duty planning, consolidation and
financial reporting tasks. Often utilized by large organizations with
complicated needs, it typically addresses specific pain points and is deployed in
multiple phases over years.
During this time, the organization continues to rely on other solutions and processes
for many reporting and even planning requirements. Excel is often utilized as
the platform of choice to handle these needs. And later, with a mature BPC
implementation, Excel still remains highly popular as the reporting and analysis
tool of choice. BPC’s EPM add-in for Excel allows BPC data to be retrieved into
Excel for further reconciliation and analysis.
However, even with BPC and EPM, there are reporting and analysis needs that
remain unmet. BPC is typically used with BW and is not real-time. It is also solely
focused on planning and consolidation tasks, and is not meant for ad hoc
reporting during the month. BPC typically cannot report on detailed Actuals
information in Excel, as that is rarely brought into BW, and can only perform “drillthroughs” into ECC via SAP WebGUI. And BPC is rarely used for reporting and
analysis in areas such as real-time Trial Balances, Customer and Vendor Balances,
Project Systems, COPA, SD and MM. Finally, BPC is not a user self-service solution.
It requires advanced skills and IT/power user support to create input schedules
and reports for users.

Enhance BPC Reporting and Reconciliation with Excel-based
Wands for SAP
Want to streamline your ability to reconcile data between ECC and
BPC, quickly and easily in Excel? Excel4apps solutions are lightweight,
real-time user self-service tools that can offload some reporting requirements to
users and preserve IT support for complex BPC tasks.
Wands for SAP are Excel add-ins that retrieve real-time Actuals data from ECC
directly into Excel reports. GL Wand brings real-time FI CO balances, line item and
document details into Excel, out of the box. In conjunction with EPM, GL Wand
can allow you to reconcile Actuals between systems in Excel in seconds with no
programming or IT support. Easy to use Excel formulas eliminate the need for BEx
queries. Even drill from BPC Actuals to live details in ECC from within Excel, with
Wands for SAP and EPM. Or reconcile Actuals in ECC with Budget in BPC, in the
same spreadsheet.
GL Wand for SAP also adds significant flexibility to cost center reporting tasks. With
GL Wand, easily exclude, include or roll together cost centers and accounts in
Excel reports regardless of where they appear in the standard SAP hierarchy. This
is very difficult to do in BPC.

Not Yet On HANA?
Have real-time Actuals in your
BPC Excel reports without HANA,
today - no Transaction data loads
required. GL Wand also enables
real-time Trial Balances directly in
Excel without a requirement for
BPC or HANA.

“

Goldcorp uses BPC for corporate
consolidations and production of
monthly financial statements. But
for cost center reporting at our
mine sites, we use GL Wand to get
real-time visibility into our mining
costs on a detailed level. For mine
cell cost analysis, we prefer the
flexibility and self-service capability of a real-time Excel interface,
which is quick and easy for the
users.”
- Olivier Van Der Elst,
SAP Senior FICO Consultant,
Project Management Goldcorp

Report and Analyze on Any ECC Data, Not Just Data Loaded into BPC.
Reports Wand extends real-time Excel-based reporting reach to any module
in SAP. This is far beyond the intended scope of BPC. For example, retrieve
real-time cost center detail, Customer and Vendor Balances, Project Systems,
COPA, SD and MM with Excel-based Wands for SAP.

Considering a Move to BPC but Still Relying on Excel?
Until you’re ready to go live with BPC or another Planning solution, you’re
probably relying on Excel for planning and forecasting tasks. Wands for SAP
can streamline and automate your Excel-based planning and reporting
processes. With Wands for SAP, simple Excel add-ins provide formulas for realtime retrieval of Actuals and Budget data into your existing Excel models, or,
create new finance models with an easy to use wizard. Then easily validate
and upload from Excel directly into SAP. Utilizing live Excel formulas in your
models, instead of manually extracting and uploading data, can save
significant time and allow new visibility into your organization’s business.
Economically extend the life of your Excel models while the organization
evaluates and budgets for the BPC project. Once BPC is implemented in your
organization, shift your most complex Planning tasks into BPC. Continue using
Wands for SAP for basic Planning work, as well as all your real-time actuals
reporting in Excel.

KEY BENEFITS
• L everage existing Excel models with
real-time data while eliminating many
manual Excel processes.
• V
 alidate and upload Plan information
directly from Excel.
• A
 utomate the production of your
rolling forecast, with seamless data
retrieval and uploads.
• E
 liminate repeated manual extracts
and uploads for each iteration.
• L everage cost center and cost
element hierarchies as defined in SAP
to ensure your planning model always
has up-to-date master data. No more
dropped accounts due to changing
hierarchies.
• L everage Financial Statement Sets as
defined in SAP to generate financial
statements immediately upon install.
• D
 rill live to Line Item and Document
details.
• N
 o consulting or IT support required;
master data loads not necessary.
• N
 o additional hardware or data cubes
to maintain.
• Integrated SAP Security out of the box.
• U
 tilize beyond Planning for cost center
reporting, financial statements generation, ad hoc reporting, reconciliations,
allocations, SD, MM, COPA and more.

Excel-Based Solutions for SAP Excel4apps enables business users to
easily report, analyze, plan and post their SAP data real-time in Excel. Our self-service
solutions install quickly and integrate seamlessly with SAP, reducing user reliance on IT
resources and streamlining Excel-based processes. We help you get more out of the
platforms you already own – Microsoft Excel and SAP.
Uploading Solutions

Reporting Solutions

Planning Wand

Excel planning upload tool

GLSU

Financials Spreadsheet Uploader

EzyScript

Excel-based Scripting Solution

GL Wand

FICO Reporting Solution

Excel4apps is a best-in-class provider
of Microsoft Excel-based reporting and
data-loading software for use with SAP.
By empowering business professionals
with independent and secure access
to real-time ERP data via Microsoft
Excel, the company’s products
expedite accurate and timely business
decisions. Founded in 2005, Excel4apps
now serves users in 68+ countries.

Reports Wand

Excel T-Code & Query
Reporting Solution

www.excel4apps.com/sap

